
Stage a dazzling ceremony in flower-filled gardens, opt for a grand reception 
in the ballroom or soak up The Nellie’s enchantment with an intimate soirée.

This breathtaking location beneath the gaze of Table Mountain brims with 
romance. As the sun sets, the gardens come alive with glowing colours that 
leave you captivated. Look up to the mountains and raise your glass in a toast 
to new beginnings.

The exclusive Moët & Chandon and Mount Nelson package has been 
designed to surprise and enchant guests and add unique touches.

A lifetime of happiness begins together; mark the moment with an elegant, 
effervescent bottle of Moët & Chandon.
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MOËT & CHANDON WEDDING 
AT THE NELLIE

INCLUSIONS:

Wedding night in a suite with Moët & Chandon Champagne and 
a full English breakfast with personalised robes

Three course dinner (excluding beverages)

Room for the wedding party while preparing for the day

Mini Moët per person for your toast

A Moët & Chandon Jeroboam (4,5 L bottle) and a golden pen

A Moët & Chandon photo corner for guests 

A Moët & Chandon golden ring that holds two floating glasses

Moët & Chandon name holders and glassware

An engraved wedding cake knife to commemorate the occasion

Elegant venue including white tablecloths and white chair covers

White plinth at reception for rose petal confetti

Dance floor set up at the reception

Printing assistance with guest list and main table place cards

Throwaway posy

One-year anniversary couple’s massage and dinner at The Nellie

Mount Nelson gardens to capture wedding photographs

For more information contact the team on mnh.groupsandevents@belmond.com or +27 (0)21 483 1000

Or alternatively please contact your Belmond Account Director.

THE GARDEN CEREMONY ADD ON INCLUDES:

Bridal bouquet
Up to five bouquets for wedding party
Two corsages 
Up to five boutonnières
Ivory carpet for the ceremony

Venues available: Ballroom, from minimum 100 guests and Planet Room, 
from minimum 50 guests.

Package cost: R3 400 per person, minimum 50 guests

Garden Ceremony cost: R19 800 add on


